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1. In addition to 5FM’s standard Competition Terms and Conditions, the below conditions 

also apply to the Hello Moto competition conducted on behalf of Lenovo (the promoter) 

on 5FM. 

 

a. The competition takes place from Monday, 27 March 2017 to Friday, 31 March 

2017 on The Roger Goode Show, which airs from 4pm until 7pm.   

b. To enter, listeners must register to stand a chance to be called on any of the 5 days 

by sending their name and the keyword MOTO to 38 599. SMSes cost R1,50 and 

free SMSes do not apply. Entrants must make sure that they can answer their 

phones while The Roger Goode Show is on the air. 

c. There will be one winner per day for five days, each winning one Moto Z Play 

with one JBL Sound Boost Moto MOD, per day. 

d. At competition time, the show will randomly select an entrant and call them on-

air. The entrant must answer with the phrase “Hello Moto” to qualify for the 

prize. Should the first entrant not answer correctly, the show will call the next 

randomly selected entrant. Should the second entrant not win, there will be no 

winner for the day.  

e. There is no limit to the number of entries an entrant can submit. 

f. The Judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.  

g. The Promoter will not be liable if a contestant is not able to answer their phone 

for whatever reason, and the Promoter will not be responsible for failures or 

unavailability of telecommunications services. 

h. Prize is not transferrable or exchangeable for cash. 

i. If a person fails to comply with these terms and conditions or interferes with the 

proper operation of the Competition, the Promoter shall be entitled to disqualify 

such person from participation in the Competition or winning a prize. 

 

 

 


